Energy-driven asymmetric partitioning of a semiflexible polymer between interconnected cavities.
The distribution of a semiflexible chain in the volume of two interconnected spherical cavities of equal size has been investigated by using Monte Carlo simulations. The chain possessed an extension exceeding that of the cavity, leading to large probabilities of translocated states despite the entropic penalty of passing the narrow passage. Furthermore, an asymmetric state with unequal subchain lengths in the two cavities was more favorable than the symmetric state. The preference for the asymmetric state is driven by the bending energy. Basically, in the symmetric state both subchains are forced to be bent, whereas in the asymmetric case only one of the subchains must bend, leading to an overall smaller bending penalty and overall smaller free energy of the asymmetric state. These results are in contrast to the entropy-controlled partitioning of polymers into confinement and the symmetric translocation state appearing for flexible polymers.